The accuracy of dose-rate-regulated tracking: a parametric study.
Dose-rate-regulated tracking (DRRT) is a novel tumor-tracking technique based on a preprogrammed multileaf-collimator (MLC) sequence and dose-rate modulation. We have performed a parametric study on how limitations of the DRRT system and breathing irregularities affect the tracking error and the duty cycle of DRRT. The time delay and the allowed dose-rate increment (continuous-, discrete-increment or beam switching) were used as two parameters for the DRRT system limitation. The breathing irregularity was quantified in terms of three variables, namely, breathing period variation, variation of peak-to-peak amplitude and baseline drift. DRRT treatments were simulated using 2126 breathing cycles obtained from 24 lung-cancer patients. Tracking errors and duty cycles from all 24 patients were combined to evaluate their dependence on each parameter or variable. The tracking error and the duty cycle show a modest difference among the three dose-rate-increment cases. Time delay, breathing peak-to-peak variation and baseline drift are the main factors affecting tracking error. The duty cycle is affected mostly by the allowed dose-rate increment, peak-to-peak variation and baseline drift.